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Abstract: The general term “small cell networks” covers a range of radio network design  
concepts which are all based on the idea of deploying base stations much smaller than  
typical macro cell devices in order to offer public or open access to mobile terminals. The  
main benefits are: – to allow offloading the traffic from the macro cell and provide dedicated  
capacity to urban hotspots – to allow for unprecedented mobile system capacities (in terms  
of Gbit/s/km2) – to have the potential to reduce  the ecological footprint of cellular networks  
by bring mobiles and base stations closer together – To make cell site rental and dedicated  
backhaul provisioning superfluous since they rely on existing backhaul infrastructure –  
Finally, self-organization and optimization of the devices allows for plug and play  
deployment, requires no network planning and reduces maintenance costs. We will discuss  
the challenges ahead and some research directions that develop the theoretical and practical  
foundations of these networks. 
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